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EVENSONG
Ellen Kroeker

Clouds have tongues tonight.
They slant and angle into black trees.
postcards of Ulysses, a great-aunt. and Hecuba.
Nothing is certain in the way seven is solid.
The wind cries for the sharp sound of Al's piano,
cornering the alley entrance.
Snow would blunt the nostrils
but even snow fails.
Empty the empty suitcase: worry at its flat pouches.
Find Mother and bring her to bless
the stained satin and skinned hinge.
It is night and clouds blunder at clean windows.
No chance in the black time when music
catches and rips. like ragged sleeves or branches.

MOLLY'S LETTER
TO HER BARREN DAUGHTER
Ellen Kroeker

"The wind cuts sharper, slightly sharper now.
Today , I scrape rust off old garden
tools , file on hoe and shovel.
I wonder again how it is
that I always come to put things off,
put things off until much longer than I meant to.
Now in October, I do April's task. Foolish
gesture, one which will not gain forgiveness
from a hard patch of dirt. I know the garden
will not grow in winter. Yes, there will
be glorious ice on the tangled weeds
but that kind of beauty melts with the sun.
You think you were not born in love.
For forty years, you have despaired at your lot,
assumed your father a villain ,
your mother a fool , yourself a lamentable victim.
All motherly words I have tried to pour
into you have rubbed you raw, like sand on your face.
I work steadily, an old woman squatting on the garage floor.
The yellow cat rubs against the rake handle
and waits for me to finish. I am a mother out of season,
wanting to reach and warm you, child, so that you
can be more than a glitter in winter's glare."
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MATHEMATICS
M.L. Hester

Sup~ose

the earth did move,

and Ifarks exhalted our bodies meeting.
Supqose we w~lked endlessly
arm in arm, twigs
snapping underfoot, and our love
was ¥ke the pulse of trees.
SupJlose we slid into each other
like pld slippers, think
of ectse and comfort.
ThiJ1k now of a bear hibernating, of
his neace
and Jlis great weight. Think
of olJr love
as dtep and rhythmic as that sleep.
Sup~ose then something grew
like a dark child
up tflrough all of that.

Thif now of teeth grinding
und r bad dreams, and of lipless sex.
Thi of us wearing away.
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PINE PRIESTESS
Anne Laskaya

The seasoned timber's drooping emerald dome
Above the feeble dying of the fern
Accepts the deer's white sacrificial horn,
Laments the prayers the coyote did not learn
Whose bones and savage molted fur attest
The hunter's skill- so sudden his reprise.
Her hunter too comes sudden - winter's quest,
But icy white seduction she defies,
And guards the ancient secrets of the bears
Who speak in dreams with sacred distant times
When rituals of the men were still aware
Of breathing deep from wisdom in the pines.
Enchanting forest totem of the rings,
Who waits the slow and labored breath of spring.
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HOUSE PRECARIOUS
Jerah Chad1\'ick

Boiling water in a scoured can.
the first bubbles breaking
where an ash floats already
fracturing the surface Mid-April and still snow,
the same tired images
of winter: sourdough
co llapsing in its crock,
woodstove ticking
like a sp rung clock,
overloaded. Days
when I'm warmer chopping
wood than burning it ,
my hands cupping black tea's
failing breath. Nights
when what passes for love
sleeps fully clothed ,
sealed in singular warmth.
I pinch out the candlesless wax than writhing light,
listen to your breathing,
steadied, the stove's hollow thud
as the fire settles in on itself.

POSTSCRIPT
Jerah Chadwick

The drifting fog lifts
and I have diffused
that clarity which drove me
to walking- desire, the geared
distance between us, a stasis
of edges, focus.
Across the valley
I see the cabin,
the stove pipe's banner
of smoke, you still
going through the motions
of chopping, the ax
indistinct, an action
arguing wood. I imagine
the imperceptible resonance
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of the willows in slight wind,
the way grasses nod , concealing
whatever path the breeze makes
among them. Even the stream's
willful streak, unseen
beneath sedges and cutbanks,
is quieting, quieting.

ALASKAN JOURNAL: WINTER
(for Patty)

Peter Dicllsen

All rea/living is meeting.
Marti11 Buber

Jan. 20 - I've asked you to stay away
Aluminum foil dips on
the tv aerial- a wrinkled, silver
bird. The small back burner
hums its blue flame, dampens the
white walls. I lean over, gather cold
notes from the scatter rug, curse
the invisible momentum toward spring.
The foot long icicles scare
at the window: dark,
clear-polished nails of winter.
I weep and pour chianti from
its demi-john, bear down
on the study of The Paper Nautilus.
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Jan. 28 - Again, I imagine your day
You light a smoke as Matt arrives
to h elp you hustle up a load of wood.
Scamp barks at th e grill of Matt's Ford.
Harwood's gone, you say, and
I' m leaving, too , in April.
Well, we better get what daylight we can.

*
The two of you saw efficiently. lift
and carry with ease. But worried for your saw,
Matt, please put the backcut round
the other side.
A breeze whirls the dry snow.
Once I get a pick-up
I'm go ne.

*
I may stay, you never know .
You offer the dogs Milk-Bones,
stir the cream of cauliflower soup.
I'm beat, he explains, and Kim
needs a ride home about now .
Tell her I'm sorry , I've meant to call .
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Feb. 23 - I wanted to say something
Hi. It's me. I just
called to tell you your yogurt
maker works well.
I'm glad.
Are you busy?
There is a student waiting for me.
You're not there when I return your call.
Legs heaved onto the edge of my desk ,
I fold my arms round my chest,
take a long breath.

Feb. 26- Am I always waiting for this evening?
You're there
when I leave work .
The fourth floor of the library ,
its shelves of advice
are still.
I trace your shoulder,
place my hand
back in my pocket.
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I have the pictures of Peter,
Julia and Nick. I'm
sending things home and thought
you would want to see them .
We walk down a flight
to the lobby.
I'll leave
the photos with you; I've got
the dogs outside.
You draw your
choppy hair from your red cheeks,
raise your dark eyebrows
and smile.
look to the dogs who greet me
though I've abandoned them for weeks.
It is still light at 4:30 .

Mar. 11 - Thank you for not Ietring me wait too long
I'm bored , I say and fork tuna
onto a slice of bread.
There's George.
Do you know him '.' H.: taught me
the steps of a Russian dance.

You rub your dry eyes.
You know what Tony did today?
No,
what did he do today?
Look how fat
I've become.
You, too. are drawn .
Careful , you now look at me brushing
salt from the table.
Would you like
to kiss for awhile?
So, Peter,
you smile, you feel like kissing?

I press my teeth to the back of my hand.
No, I wouldn't: I've got to meet Kim,
let you get back to work.
Smell this
coffee , is it all right? Remember
I had given it up? Well , I've
gone whole hog since.
I would
throttle you, but leave.
IL

Mar. 20- Love poem, for us
Shirt, pants tossed over the crossbeam,
my socks tucked into my Sorels,
I climb the ladder to your loft, see
you still seated on the edge of foam
with your t-shirt on.
I'm tired tonight,
you tell me, scratching the tops of your feet,
how about you?
I look at your thighs,
your botom and crotch, which have afforded me
so much excitement for so long, and I am pleased
you are not angry with your body,
or angry with how pleased I am.
I climb all the way as you
remove your shirt, your breasts alert.
I'm tired, too.
You stretch out
on your belly; I knead your neck and back.
You tell me of the child with meningitis
who may be lost because a doctor didn't care.
I tell you of an older, thoughtful man
who, visiting our class, took a liking to me.
I stretch out beside you. You ease yourself
along the length of me and kiss and kiss.

1~

June 20- Epilogue
I fumble through Penthouse,
caught for instants by
full-color photos of women
on display. You have boarded
the ferry in Haines,
beginning your journey to Maine.
After cancelling my reservation
for next week's New York flight,
I down a few Buds in Fairbanks:
I may have further to go than you.
Through the lounge window,
your companions, Hess and Deborah,
shine golden-white from base to peak.
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BUILDING THE SHELTER
Mary Baron

Snow knifethe curved blade, the sweep of time
shaping the blocks
that will shelter us
Story knifethe old tales , this talk
words falling into patterns, into poems
incised
Then the lampthe heart's lamp
held high and carefully along the walls
glazing our hieroglyphs
the present/ future/ past
into this day
this night
this time that roofs us
here and now
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Michael Be/rose
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36 GRIT
Paul Bufis

can your dreams be made of these hands
that hang by my sides like wise lizards
that slither in sands
desiccating
that comb the boulders of memories
unbudging
that swim in the
sun powdered dish of the desert
how can tlzese hands
still be human
arriving like splintery fir
from the yards
the mining of dirt
from mills
ditches
and subgradcs
from the pumice so thirsty for salt
from the trowels that they squeeze
till they're breathless and thin
the hammer heads wilting like
flowers
in the water they sizzle and gleam
blue steel
brown leathers
and clay
and craze as they bake in the sun
like the thorned legs of insects they come
17

my palms are filled with their fishhooks
on the nylon skin of your blouse
on the dreaming cells of your shoulder
in the sleeping milk of your legs
I bring them to bed with me brambles
like catclaw and cactus they come
from the wooden handles
they've sanded so soft
like the sides of a woman
undressed
by the reptile fingers
near the reptile scales of my fingers
from the temper they've taken from steel
stakes
lying in flames on the ground
by the star that has
burned them to branding
to the cool portland fields of cement
and the lotions of evening
beside you
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DUST
John Morgan

in my scraggly beard and the first
sweat of the day glistening on my arms,
I lay on a canvas cot , thinking of you
and of another woman too raw for that land.
Burnt flakes of shale, jeweled peppergrains
of moletooth , limbbones packed in stone,
a fence , a track through sagebrush, colors
mute, regions of advance decay: these
inarticulate inhuman cries are somehow mine.
That August , back in the Village,
an intimate catastrophe:
your pale, cream-colored buttocks, lady.
All the years haven' t taken away
what that day turned up missing.
Given a life to spend, a bank of bones,
two bodies tough as any blossoms, we
took each other in hand. So this
is what it means to live on earthpressing warm skin within your skin, not
tentative, not innocent, not knowing
that would come later.
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STILL LIFE
Gary Long

Did I really bring you
from that boiling desert town
to ramble these woods
and streams?
Here, where the barbed raspberry
grows wild?
Did I bring you all this way
to speak words that
sink into the damp moss?
Your heart pumps a tear
Your eyelashes fall touch
I know it will be the
last time we talk
to each other
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BLACK MESA
Gary Long

Tonight we ride lost ponies
their turquoise hooves
pound the juniper trail
Leather slaps
as we ride up up
the quiet hills

Bedding down
we snap twigs into the black fire
and watch
the lone moon drag its tail
through long grass
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Michael Be/rose
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LOVE SONG FOR A FRIEND

Ellen Levine

As you turn from composing
forsythia in a vase
a man crosses the room.
Your silks fall away.
Your bones glisten
as his hands swim along your skin
petals opening slowly
as a Japanese flower.
The moon lands in one corner
of this white room.
Roses breathe beside the mirror.
He follows the music of your breath
to a place so still
you can hear the whisper
of silver leaves
turning to wings.
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AUGUST AT THE MARKET
Ellen Levine

Perfume of ripe flesh balloons
over blueberries, blackberries,
dahlias and plums- wild
purples overrunning
the morning. Violet
blush of turnips, fuschia,
the lilac sheath
of glistening squid.
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OCTOBER AT THE MARKET
Ellen Levine

Red s and golds splash me as I pass
to gather fiery chrysanthemums, walnuts
and apples flashing like beacons.
Each sphere lives its blaze
of glory, even the wistful grapes.
Persimmons flare , sunrises against
mountains of turnips and rutabagas.
Like the Halloween moon , fat-cheeked
pumpkins catch the last spangles
of autumn light , those hearty gourds
hoarding sunlight through winter.
At hom e I will slice through tough
rinds to the warm flesh of buttercup
squash, the bead-studded pomegranate heart.
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NICK
L.A. Vandlac

The razor rowed white-water skin,
beached upon a bony spit of ankle,
hull slicing soft bank.
Then the slow leak.
The hand that captained the steel
held- but no pain came,
only a sanguine crease
escaping pale country.
Red pooled on random porcelain,
measured an ocean of long minutes.
Something inside would not coagulate,
would not stir the hand
to blot this easy sinking.
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CUPPING
Mercedes Lawry

Naked to the waist, the girl sits
in shadow, folded hands in a black
cotton lap. The grandmother passes
her hands across white shoulders,
smooths a prayer down slender arms.
The girl breathes knives, swift
stabs behind her breasts. She tries
to be perfectly still, as if
to fool the pain .
On the table, sit twelve glass cups
plus candle. The woman heats the cups,
seals them on the girl's back . Leeches,
they suck the skin till it rises
like fresh bread. She is everywhere
sweat. Her hands twist cotton.
Her breath gasps.
Chanting, the old woman stretches
her fingers, cracked and curled.
Gently, she pries the cups. The girl
rests her head on the table . Her back
is a country of small red hills.
Tomorrow they will be gone
and she will breathe slow and deep
with a furious ease.
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THREE EPIGRAPHS
John Peterson

I.
He was contemplating three potential epigraphs in the late
evening.
- Damn! he said.
4
Quand mes amis sont borgnes, je les regarde de profil.
(When my friends are one-eyed, I look at their side face.)
289

Les poetes sont plus inspires par les images que par Ia presence
meme des objets.
(Poets are even more inspired by the images of objects than by
the presence of the objects themselves.)
286

Rien de ce qui ne transporte pas n 'est poesie. La lyre est un
instrument aile.
(Nothing which does not transport is poetry. The lyre is a winged
instrument.
Joubert

Not long before I was married, I went with two friends
for a hike in the hills just above the ocean. There was wind
28

that day, and grey clouds. No. Forget those j/rst two lines.
Because we just walked from the car to the first rock (old
images - wind and rain). Both my dogs were still alive then.
My one friend Robert had brought a girl. We looked out
through the canyon and saw the water. Robert had said.
·'Let ·s imagine this is Hawaii. There's a reef right there. And
wa1•es corning in., I thought I could feel a few drops hit my
face. Probably coming from the clouds, all grey. But I didn't
see any waJ1es, and Robert had taken some mushrooms so
he was getting off on it. I told him that I wasn't going to do
the make beliel'e thing.
Robert was leaning in close next to that girl and he
laughed at me. Out of nowhere he said, "I think that whole
school scene is just something blown in off the ocean, man.
You're just lookin' at those pictures the blind man sees."
That's what 1'111 tr_ving to figure on here. because he was
feeling real good with the quiet little girl th ere and lie
Jid11 't 111ean a11ytlling. He 1vas just babbling because I was
about to graduate college and all I had to do was fly back
for one more semester and it 'J all be over. Then he started
tal king about the wal'es agai11. "I'm rig II t there. I 'm rig II t
there." he said. And he was squatting like he was sutfing
and he stuck his lips out like a monkey. And lzis hair was
all smashed Jowl/ white. So that 's wily til is whole story
is so hard to write. So stupid Here I am trying to deal with
Joubert but there 's that stupid sce11e with stupid language
and with Robert and that girl and I Jon't know where the
dogs were.
But Robert just switched channels for a second H e
was flying and I looked at his profile while lie was watching
the ocean tellin ' me about that "whole scene." And
Robert's whole image of life was just a cold apparition
blurring the background anyway , because water does that.
He couldn't see me . But how could I say th ese things in a
story like this! All that big talk in a stupid story about
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Robert and that little blonde. Just sittin' there, trip pin '
on mushrooms while me... I thought we were all going
to get rained on and then I'd have to drive them back
in the Volkswagen, and tlze dogs all wet and smelling
and those two flying, all crunched up in the back. But
(you see) it never did rain that day .. . and Han•ard is a
blur. Shit, how does this thing end? you go to sleep.
I've got the bed to myself
II.
Nell 'ora che com in cia i tri~ti lai Ia rondinalla presso ali mattina
forse a memoria de' suo' pr!mi quai, e che Ia mente nostra, p~e
grina _p iu dalla earn~ e men ,da' pensier presa, alJ sue vision quasi
\
e divina,
\_.... /
(At the hour near mornh>g when the swallow begins her plaintive songs, in remembrance, perhaps, of her ancient woes, and
when our mind, more a pilgrim from the flesh and less held by
thou&ttts, is in its visioQJ' almost prophetic,)
We have a continual experience of our immortality in the divination of, our dreams, and these would not be possible unless some·
thing in us were immortal.
Dante

I awoke at nine this morning and remembered Mrs.
Nestler had taken the children to school.
Sun broke partly through the clouds this morning,
and a wind brushed the back of a Siamese
who stalked one of the red tile roofs
where someone was moving out
a house just like ours.
Of course, birds were singing as they do every morning, and
I thought the patio should be swept clean , but I always
30

watch that cat (sometimes at night I wake and hear its voice
because it sounds like a baby crying). Then, a question
crossed my mind. Why would a cat on a clear morning be
different from the wind, or leaves from the trees next door
be on the patio, and birds in those trees sing above these
images? Instead of going down to sweep the leaves, I
listened to the birds, their voices in the room. Across th e
street, beyond the vacant lot, a small cloud broke .
Rain may trace a sunny meadow
while you stay dry in that same field.
When the clouds are broken the sky is scattered
and drops fall just there near the trees.
And trees too trace a jagged line,
juxtaposed green against the white clouds
around the rim of the dry meadow.
The neighborhood acts as a waking image for me , like blue
sky fresh as a rain. This image seems a refreshing kind of
wetness, even when seen one hundred yards away : while my
face and hands stayed dry . the drops fell on a sunny morning. These images will never grow old.
I saw the clock show eleven and my wife drive up in th e
truck and then park.
I, the window , her eyes, the street puddles
blue after the rain and the wind shifting.
Her robe rushing outside like beige silk,
ugly against the grass and oleander.
Gone all night and working like mad
she comes home caught up and satisfied
with a job well done. The business runs smooth
while I'm worried about Rachel and Tommy
come home early because First Friday
is half-day and it might rain again.
She opened the door to the study.
- Hi, she said. Get anything done?
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-A few lines, just now.
- I'm going to bed. You?
-Gotta pick up the kids.
-Oh, she said. Don't forget the patio. The bougainvillaea stains.
- All right.

III .

There, in front, are pictures . Don't look. Where
pictures block vision, vision blocks pictures. We
write with pictures that cannot be seen by blind
people. Blind pictures block vision. (In blindness,
pictures block vision.)

And when she goes to sleep during the day like that she
must dream. She might dream she's an old man. She might
lie on her back as him, her head propped by a mound of
pine needles , ears filled with wind rushed like a wave
through the forest. He might wake from a sea gull's voice
and see his dogs, each with one eye opened , noses at his
feet.
All three would pop up, and tails would wag. They'd run
down a little trail , down the slope bouncing easily, letting
the incline pull their bodies while their legs kept up.
He'd shout, "Yeah! Heh!" like a cowboy. " Come on!
Come on!" But the dogs would only trot faster , never run,
because they're with him, and he's old.
But before they know it, he turns off the path and
stoops through a clump of pines to the side. They tum and
catch the seen t. He huffs and stays ahead . He veers to his
left now , just parallel to the trail. He runs with his knees
bent, scampering boy-like past the trunks, beneath the
boughs. Again he turns left and the dogs are coming. He
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breaks out of the trees, runs upright, heaving, and the dogs
get caught up in his legs so he falls and it's soft because
they're on the beach now. The sand.
She would be telling me her dream:
"Then they pounced on me," she'd say, "soft paws
pushed on my chest. And one jumped off and did a little
circle chasing his tail. And they both cried like puppies do ,
in their throats, whining, but they were embarrassed to
really cry because I was there. Their master."
"Then I was in the water," she'd say. "The dogs were
still there. The salt stung my legs and underarms . I shaved
before I went to bed . Isn't that silly? But there was wind,
and grey clouds. It felt so strange in the ocean. We should
go to the ocean ," she would say. "Oh, and there's more I
forgot ."
"There was a school yard near the ocean. A child and
teacher stood in the school yard." And then she would tell
me how she was, "all-of-a-sudden the child." (And then I
would think to myself that the only way she could have
gotten to the shore from the ocean was via water-drop
transport. Water on wind. And then I'd smile and almost
start laughing.)
"This is silly ," she would say. "Don't laugh at me .
Where are Rachel and Tom?"
- Go on, go on . I'm not laughing at you . Theyre
outside.
So then I would have to finish writing her dream :
The teacher leaned far over the child so that he, the
child, could see only a silhouette of his teacher's chin
'
nose and eyelashes. The boy enjoyed the sensation of being
covered. He felt the skin below her neck touch his forehead and lips. His teacher's arms were warm and wrapped
tightly around his small frame.
"I had a fingernail bite my bare foot in the night. When
I rode my bike to school, kids whooped and threw burrs

at my cuffs. When I rounded a corner I leaned. I leaned.
Then I felt the spot on the bottom of my foot inside my
shoe."
The other children were playing in the yard, a dirt yard,
with weeds and dirt mounds to hide and play behind. The
wind was blowing, raising dust and pushing water from the
ocean, off the tops of waves, onto the school yard. There
seemed a storm about to break.
"Let's walk over here."
"No, I think I saw a dog."
"A dog?"
"I saw one."
"Well, lean in closer. But dogs won't hurt."
The teacher allowed her students to play in the forestorm school yard by the ocean. She held one frightened
student. The little boy was covered by his teacher. The
other children played in the dirt yard. They hid behind
dirt mounds, and their black leather shoes became dusty.
- Honey, did you bring my robe in? she said.
She had poked her head in the study door. Her hair was
mussed and her eyes puffed and saggy.
-No. Shall I?
She entered and he watched her nude body, taut and
smooth, cross the room to the window. There were sleep
lines on her back. She yelled suddenly:
- Damn! It fell into the leaves. It's all stained now! "
He began to gather up his papers.
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Mary Kancewick

STRETCHING THE TRUTH
Robert Bowie

against a backdroop of
late autumnal hills
shadow sneaks up on
the leafy elms and maples
like a sly fox which eats away
the details of its catch and
generalizes all into hybrid
pines or spruce down-pointing
east as though some
great event was about
to happen there
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ENTERING KENTUCKY

David A. Petreman

Above an abandoned building
A hawk circles
And circles
Watching the spaces
Between the slats,
Weather-beaten , shredding
And gray.
A tobacco-drying shed ,
Forgotten and
Leaning.
The hawk will circle
And circle.
All the mice will stay put
Until it falls.
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FEET
Mary K. Philipp

You wouldn't think it to see him
striding along with a cane,
unless you stole into his room at night
and found those heavy shoes of his
still filled with their feet.
They stand while he lies snoring through
another brood of spiders.
It's been years now since the ice caked his face;
Since the whiskey and the winter,
wrestled him into the snow
and made off with his feet.
The government gave them back,
and when they stood him up
and he walked again,
he was sure he knew
a friend when he saw one.
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RAT
Mary K. Philipp

They are young
behind the barn in long grasses.
She says, "We'll catch that rat,
Jesse, watch."
Her small hand sneaks over
the fat round haunch ,
the rat's face squeals,
its turned head drops
teeth into her fist.
"Jesse, quick , choke him!"
But the rat holds,
Jesse only cries.
So she takes a long breath ,
sets her teeth hard
into the rat's neck ;
spits, and she's free.
"Swear you won't tell.
Swear it to me."
But they all call her
"Rat" still today.
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II

Rat is midwife and doctor
in Tennessee hills.
Trucks, rusted and squeaking,
bounce up the slope carrying
a screaming woman, or a weeping child.
The city doctors come up
telling her to stop;
Stop with this business on the mountain
and stick to fjxing tea and rocking.

Ill
One afternoon as Rat leans
at the stove, she is scorched
in the crackle of grease and flame .
Evening after evening she instructs
her sobbing children
to pull off her skin,
she teaches them to build a ten t
of sheet over her throbbing body.
The men in the city have not learned
this way , but Rat grows strong
and her children, tall.
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IV
Her retarded grandson
cuts the wood, answers the door
when visitors come.
He rocks at her side and laughs outloud
at the stories she tells ;
makes the bread and when she's tired
brings her soup.
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Ron Ahrens
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BACKROADS
Mark Sanders

Chucking through the back roads,
I am, for one brief and sweetly
silent moment, bound
and determinedly set for points
beyond these Nebraska confines.
We have begun, I say to the light
shining oddly in a bemused dashboard,
to fly the proverbial coop.
Fretting, my wife wrings
a lace handkerchief with her hands.
It is one her mother gave her
just days before she inhaled
her last air, forgetting to let it
out in her senility .
But it is like this here ,
in these parts; that letting go
is something never easily done,
never timed well. And that,
most natives would say, is a belief
we cling to.
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0, but fool that I am,
I try to tell her this will
do us good for a time,
an evil necessary.
Yet I do not believe
I am believed.
Passing by our neighbor's, then
passing town, we do not wave.
Should there be someone watching
we would not care to indicate
through gesture something amiss.
That we would somehow, and soon,
not be back.
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FIVE AND DIME
When we drive to town ,
the pickup's wheels pull
at the muddy road, wanting,
for God knows what purpose,
a piece of that for itself.
And I am forced to maintain
the hard line, straight and cool,
a severe father, stern at the wheel.
We haven't the time , Bessie,
I say to the Ford, to play
these games, to fill the glut
of your awesome belly with mud.
Mother has to buy some flour
and cinnamon for the breakfast rolls .
a piece of cloth for a new Sunday dress ,
a few spools of white thread
to darn my socks and keep me
in my trousers. We haven't
got the time to puddle in the mud.
While mother shops I want
to have a Coke, a game of snooker.
I want to stop at the Five and Dime
for a bag of Hershey's chocolate kisses,
the first of which I'll offer to mother's lips,
and to the spreading splendor of her hips.
We haven't got the time, old girl,
to give this mudhole your attention.
My mind is set, so surely set,
on those sweet confections.

Mark Sanders
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CHIPPER
Edward Falco

Somewhere down in the city last night a man got drunk
and made his last mistake. He was young and good-looking,
and on the C.B.S. Evening News Dan Rather warned us. He
said, "The film clip you are about to see contains scenes of
graphic violence." I sat up in my chair, leaned closer to
the set; something inside me held itself tight.
It was nothing like during Vietnam: the film clip we saw
of an Oriental shooting an Oriental in the head. That was
Saigon and the Vietnam war. This was downtown in the
city: a good-looking kid took another hit of Jack Daniel's
and led a hostage out of a bar at gunpoint, a small caliber
pistol taped to his hand. No reason was given and outside
everything was either light or dark under floodlight and
police crouched behind cars. He and his hostage walked
out slowly onto a street surrounded by police with
rifles and handguns. His hostage knocked him down and
bolted and it was quiet when he stood up, drunk, bewildered, and put his hands in the air, the black pistol
still taped to the palm of his hand. I was asking myself
why no one was shouting orders, when the police
opened fire and the sound on the T.V. set crackled
with gunshots that sounded like static. In the foreground there were little blips of light, sparks, as we saw
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his body jerk violently against the concrete before the
cameras cut away. Dan Rather said he fired first and reported him dead on the spot.
He made me think of Chipper and when I still lived in
the city. I was twelve and Chipper was a teenager and I
was a year away from moving out of the city, first to the
suburbs and finally upstate, where I live now, in a new
house with a wife and a son and a good job working for
the county. Chipper was a loner and when he came down
our street we scattered. He was an Italian and he had the
straight dark hair of a Neapolitan and the high cheekbones
and the dark skin and the brown eyes that look luminous
all the time. If we got to close he'd slap us around, but he
was the big kid we admired, the guy we wanted to be like,
and one summer afternoon a few days before I turned
thirteen I saw him sitting on a stoop alone and I climbed
a few steps and sat down alongside him.
"What's a matter?" he said. "Ain't you got any brains?''
I sat still. I hoped he wouldn't hit me.
"Hey!" he said. "You deaf or somethin'?"
He was staring hard at the side of my head, but I was
looking straight out in front of me . at the brownstone facade of the building across the street, not blinking.
He laughed. "You see somethin' innerestin' over there?''
He looked across the street. "Some broad in a window or
somethin'?"
I shook my head.
He laughed again. "It's fuckin' hot," he said. "Ain't
it?"
I didn't answer. It was hot. The tar on the street was
melting. It was soft enough that car tires made a sticking
sound as they rolled past.
"Come on," he said. He stood up and started walking
toward the corner.
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I followed, trying to imitate his swagger, the way he
rolled his shoulders and dipped a little with each step,
and it came easy, it came natural. I felt important
walking alongside Chipper, like everything was changing. But after a few blocks when I saw where we were heading, I got worried. "Hey Chipper," I said. "Where we
going?"
"My house," he said. "My mom's gone in the days. We
live in the fuckin' tenements." He looked over to me and
from the way he smiled-a half smile, almost a grimacehe must have figured I was worried about the neighborhood.
"What's a matter," he said . "Your mother tell you not to
come around here?"
"I can go where I want," I answered.
The tenements, only a few blocks from the two-family
brownstones where I lived were a part of the world as foreign to me as another planet. I never went anywhere near
them. It wasn't a place for white kids. The people there
were mostly Blacks and Puerto Ricans, and the kids from
the tenements were the toughest in the city. If there was a
rape or a murder or a gang war, it always happened in the
tenements, and nine times out of ten when a siren went by
my house it was heading for the tenements.
There were some fifteen or twenty identical, rectangular
buildings, all made of red brick, set up like blocks in groups
of four, with concrete alleyways between them and concrete, fenced-in courtyards wnere the young kids played
and the older kids hung out. And all the doors and all the
window frames were bright green - every single one of them.
We had to walk through a playground to get to Chipper's
building and I saw four or five Black kids leaning against
the fence by the monkey bars, looking like they were looking for trouble.
"Be cool," Chipper said. "Just k eep walking."
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And we did and we walked right by them, but I could
feel stares penetrating like heat as we passed, and by the
time the door to Chipper's building closed behind me I was
sweating.
"It smells like piss in here," I said as we started up the
stairs.
Chipper turned around and looked for a second like he
might hit me, but then he turned away again and said, in a
voice that sounded sad, "Fuckin' tenements." He kicked a
shard of broken glass off a step.
Inside the apartment it was dark and quiet and it smelled
stale, as if no one had been there in days. The plaster board
walls were dirty and cracked in places and as we passed the
kitchen, following a hallway that divided the apartment in
half, I could see there had been a fire where the walls above
the stove and refrigerator were seared and charred with
smoke.
At the end of the corridor we came to his bedroom and he
waited for me to come in after him and then closed the
door. It closed with a loud click, and the room was so dark
I could hardly see. A thick black shade blocked the light
from the room's only window. In front of me, Chipper took
off his shirt and pants and for a moment when he was pulling off his pants his underwear came off with them so for a
second he was standing there naked in front of me but then
he lay back on his bed with his briefs on and sighed like at
last he was comfortable.
"It's cold in here," I said.
"That's the thing," he answered. "You wanna hear somethin'?" He turned on his side and pulled a bunch of records
out from under the bed. "This is my main man," he said.
"You're gonna like this shit." Alongside his bed, on a rickety wooden chair, was an old hi-fi record player. He put a
record on in the middle of a long, moody saxophone solo.
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"I Jove this," he said , and he reached under the other side
of the bed and pulled out a bottle of Jack Daniel's and took
a long swig and held the bottle out to me across the darkness.
I was standing on the other side of the room by the door,
and I took a step toward Chipper and the bottle. I was
thinking about taking my first drink of liquor. I was looking at his muscles. I took another step toward the bed.
Then I bolted, and I didn't stop running until I was back in
my own house.
Chipper used to come through our neighborhood every
day in the summer. Sometimes he'd hang out there, by himself, just sitting alone on one of our stoops, and I was prepared to run and hide the next time I saw him. But he
never came around again. Never. And at the end of the summer I moved.
For sure it was the bottle of Jack Daniel's that the dead
man on the news was drinking made me think of Chipper,
but there was another thing too. When he first came out of
the bar, before he lost his hostage, before it was all over, he
shouted to the police, "This gun is loaded! One wrong move
and a man loses his life!" and there was something in the
way he said it that made me remember the tenement and go
cold all over- my vision for a second dark and blank.

Jared Baker

DON'T SHOOT
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OBSERVATIONS OF A MAGPIE

(after paintings by Pieter Bruegel)
Da11id Charlton

I
A train of sticks is tapping for a voice.
Hands, like blindness, sleep
on the shoulder before them, in the land
of no light. When that shoulder sags,
hands become hawks with no eyes,
all the world crawling
far below. Each man falls
into the hollow of the eye of the man
he trips on, where
the black sun hangs. This is
a journey spinning through a world turned dark
with too much seeing, the sleep
of fat pies and distant ships
locked to horizons. Truth
goes poking eyes and laughing
inevitably on streets where pictures
come to life as canvas drums
that lepers beat to warn
each other of themselves. But where
the river turns

S2

to thoughtless games of children, suffering
rolls like a ball
between two sticks and disappears
for all eternity on a child's thumb
into a sticky mouth.

II
While some go rolling with no feet ,
death pretending triumph
on a skinny mare,
a thin bird on its winter branch
has noticed , even in the scene
of white cloth, smoke and bones,
a lover plucking lute strings for his love.
His song asks,
who
from the tragedy of humanness
will rise
to send these rattling fools away?

I,
the cripple says
and claws the ground to move,
pulling the world behind him,
he picks the eyes of death's tired horse
and throws them like dice , for his life.
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III
Amid the bread of golden wheat and sleep
that breeds this dream,
summer sticks as honey
to the trees.
Eat until the sun bursts,
for when your cheeks are puffed
with gruel,
you will walk on yellow ice
and pick your teeth with nails.

IV
November. Trees bend
and the skies of Hell
shine through a fish's eye.
Let the hunters go into the white lap of the land.
The bride is fat,
her table creaks with ale.
When the hunters stamp for warmth,
our bagpipes will play
music of their bones.
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GIVERNY
Dal'id Charlton

Monet destroys his garden
into a bed of paint.
His head filling with light
he straightens a flower
back to its natural pose
to lock it there forever .
He can't think.
Trees become cathedrals
imitating the time of day.
Monet waits for a cloud,
nervous the sun will change
before he does.
Trees mark the boundaries of his mind.
His eyes are two leaves
in autumn , his fist
demands food from the table,
gardeners tend his beard.
His life fills with water
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which he builds a canvas circle for.
Purple, green and red
hold everything together,
sealing the exits.
Monet will drown here
telling us to see it
the way our eyes
let waves pass through.
Monet's eye is floating
on the pond he has made
to make us trust
whatever we see
without splitting lilies
to look for a brain .
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Janet K/ien

REEDS
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ZEN-IMPRESSIONIST HAIKU
Michael A. Stillma1.

easter island dawn
sunlight sings on granite brow
tide rising again

wild geese in flight
tomorrow's fellow travellers
on an unused path

the seagull gliding
upon a sunlight wavecrest
will you touch its cry?

heyond the flowers
Clcada touches leaf-dew
and hears only stars
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earth's axis tilting
bluegill trapped beneath whit..-: JC~
waits for greener times

your hand holds a disk
the polished mirror of the moon
how it becomes you

you: silly you that
always wants the world to change
begin with yourself!
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RED HUCKLEBERRIES AND WINE
Charles Lillard

There must be a way to begin
beginning
days ago I awoke with a woman spooned
against my back, woke slow
my mind lagging in that dry air.
On my feet
away from that love I could not ,
August closed around me;
I knew ,
on the way back from a place like that
more than once I've gone too far south
or not far enough.
There are beaches below Estevan
where the coast splays outhow white the seabirds there
above the chill blue, how pale the wind
among the gulls
and everything a soft cry.
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As I work these lines into a structure to contain
my breath and the day
I prowled that old breakwater aware
soon would find me far more difficult
and miles away and why not.
Each metaphor hod taken us farther apart
until you dreamt lovers and I
this sea made more passionate by waiting,
while I played love's fool
full of a patience tempered with deceit.
Yet sometimes
waking without her here,
I know once I wrote poetry
and she, next to our hearth,
my favorite white gown tucked under her thighs
would listen,
sometimes.
Last night I went to a sleep full of mountains:
the Height of Land in midsummer
(Ediza rising behind my shoulders,
off east Horseranch's scorched blur)
only to awaken,
her broken body in my arms;
pillaged by her days and mine,
this morass years of nights made.
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It is good to be alone
learning once again
that she was merely a woman .
Tonight I reach out and touch this boat,
and it's warmer than many a dream.
Good too a cool bunk before dawn,
the dog's company, a bottle's warmth.

Beyond the islands
seacrow's belly into Hecate's pallid breathing.
If we taught each other anything
love does not die,
nor will these islands we knew fade;
and a poem with a passion
will be about one
or the two together.

Along these blue margins
the scud's fragrant as lilac,
and words invent the past
more words than future ;
here history simplifies nothing
and time betrays us all.
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Inside this coast's great slow curve,
I wake early and row the dog ashore.
Picking berries in the slash
is only one of the many ways I have found
to keep myself from the stray lines ,
these few words and a pencil worn short with worry.
But I cannot keep myself from thinking
how it must be west of midnight,
and how I almost got there
once before I came here to forget the ways of men
and the time
time spends in my thoughts,
even while eating red huckleberries from a bowl
and drinking alone
in this made distance only green enough for o.1e.
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NICOLE SEES HIMSELF
Rodger Moody

After a tough day
Nicole couldn't focus his thoughts,
so he went to bed.
Soon, not knowing
if he was awake
or asleep, terrified
he refused even to glance
at the clock.

The next morning
Nicole trudged to the kitchen
and while leaning over oatmeal on the stove
vowing to organize the day a plate broke.
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He goes back to the Goodwill Store
the main floor dimly lit
mostly by light from the street
and the garish dime store jewelry
the old fat woman
at the cash register wore.
That day with Emily he bought several
chipped and flowered dinner plates.
A nickel apiece. Emily said
she had never seen a man to like
flowered plates the way he did.
There is no relief from this pain ,
only more pain.
Nicole is easily infected by the doings
of others, like getting the flu bug
only worse. So he hops into bed wearing long johns.
His emotions aren't lined up
with his experience: I never will
be able to say it right
but he felt an unutterable satisfaction
when the blue flowered plate broke.
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LIVING IN NATURE
Joan Colby

Cages glint with your fear
which is like the speech of a stammering child.
I tell you memorize
my body, sing into my ear
and you will never be mistaken.
But shadows bar
such confidence, you need to pace
in both directions, past and future.
Your eyes glowing
like a predator trapped in an age
of civilization. You won't believe
in the mechanism of tears.
You won't be still
long enough to hear
my heart beating in your palm.
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Your suspicions are inborn
like the instinct to flee
or the need to test the wind
before stepping into the clearing.
I've never hurt you but the sky
looks like a dome descending on scenery
and wildlife, shaking a flurry of snowflakes
over the paperwork it weights. You throw
your head back like an animal
that can only be gentled by
the voice behind the words
or the gesture that means
trust me, feed from my hand.
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THE EYE OF THE SWAN: chapter two
Darid Stark

The following is an excerpt from a novel-in-progress entitled

The Eye of the Swan. The setting for the novel is the fictional

community of Gage, Alaska, and the narrator, Lori, is a fourteen year old girl. The time is the early seventies , during the
Vietnam War.

Nothing happened that next week -but twice Mama and
I walked out to watch the swans circle on the dark water of
the pond. On Thursday , the packet Susie Two-Rivers and I
had been waiting months for came by mail, and I trudged
through the woods to her house, which was an old Sternwheeler Sam Two-Rivers had hauled up from the bank
with three D-8 Cats. I was greeted by the sight of Mary
Two-Rivers shouting and shaking her fists - something
she almost never did : it seemed Bethleen , Susie's older
sister, had groaned , lay down , and given birth to a baby
boy. Nobody had known Bethleen was pregnant even Bethleen , who'd always looked like she had a
of grain under her dress. Mary Two-Rivers wasn't
because Bethleen had the baby illegitimate - she was to
nice a woman for that - it was that the father was Ro
Hilderman's no good son Vince. Since Rosie was leadin
that part of Gage that didn't want the government to
the land around Gage to the Indians, and Sam Tw
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was leading the group that did, Bethleen's baby stirred up
quite a fuss. Mary Two-Rivers said she'd rather have a
grandson that was half wolverine, than to have Hilderman
blood in Two-River's stock.
I'd half expected the baby to be born without a chin, like
Vince, but he looked cute enough. He was sucking hard and
Mary Two-Rivers had relented and begun to pat him when I
motioned Susie to come up from the boiler room, where
Bethleen was lying in, so we could talk .
"Did you know they were doing it?" I asked, watching
Susie's face to see if it twitched; I knew she'd lie in a secnnd since she considered herself expert on sex.
She shrugged. "Nope ," she said. "I never knew Bethleen
saw any boys. She was always up at those meetings with
Mary Dupras: I figured she spent her time praying or sewing
and stuff."
Mary Dupras was real quiet, belonged to 4-H, and had a
father who preached in the Pentacostal Church of God.
Every summer they'd meet in a tent, but in winter they met
in people's houses: once Susie and I had peeked in and seen
several of them shouting and rolling on the floor . I'd told
Mama. who'd made a face, and said there were some
churches where they kept mops in the closet so after the
meetings they could clean up the spit and sweat. When she
said that her face twisted ugly, and I was shocked: Mama
usually never said anything mean or small. But then she put
her arms around me and said she was sorry, she was just
bitter because she stayed a year with an aunt who dragged
her to a church like that.
"Darn it," I said, disgusted. It sure would have been
something to see. Bethleen and old Vince rolling around.
But it probably wouldn't have been nothing like Steve
Harris and Emily Frank."
Susie reached out to pinch a snow-mosquito, outsized and
slow, then let it fall to the deck.
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"That's the first one I've seen," she said.
Well, right off I knew something was wrong. Bethleen
getting pregnant must have shook Susie more than I'd
thought for her to get off the subject of sex. For the past
year we'd been looking for a career - something other
than gambling - and figured spying on adulterous couples
was good training for detective work. To tell the truth we'd
not had much luck until we followed Steve Harris and snuck
up to Emily Frank's bedroom window and watched. It'd
been quite a shock; I'd tried to look at it scientific, but it'd
lasted a long time, and when we got back to my house to
talk I noticed Susie's forehead was puckered with sweat.
Me, I couldn't figure how I felt: I'd thought it'd be like
watching the pictures in Mama's Joy of Sex start to move,
but something, maybe the noises and the way Emily's
mouth opened and her eyes rolled back - scared me a lot.
That night I'd looked at the book and found the names for
what we'd seen, but knowing the names didn't make it any
easier to figure out.
"Our package came," I said. "You want to look."
"Naw," she said. "Not today - I probably should go
down and help with Bethleen."
"Bethleen phooey . Susie, it's our book."
Susie stood up; her face looked funny , like she'd eaten
something rotten and was about to throw up.
"It's really your book," she said. " And I really ought to
help my mom ."
Well, I was flabbergasted. Bethleen was Susie's least
favorite sister, and that package was Susie's idea - in there
was all the material we'd need to learn to pick locks - we'd
ordered it all the way from St. Louis, way out east. "Come
on," I said. "What's the matter. You and George have a
fight?"
"George was Susie's boyfriend. Kind of. He was the
chiefs son over in Toglat, and now that he was sixteen he'd
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borrow his uncle's chrome wheeled pickup, and come over
and drive her around. He had a lot of muscles, but was
dumb.
"Nope," she said, and looked toward the river.
"What is it then." Down below Bethleen's baby let out
with a cry, and something sparked .
"It's Bethleen," I said. "You'n George have been making
out and Bethleen having that baby shook you up."
Susie whirled toward me her black hair whipping across
her shoulders.
"You always have to know about everything don't you,"
she said.
"Susie!" I grabbed the rail.
"You've already done it," I said.
Her face twisted up and I knew.
"How many times?"
"Oh you ... Lori, you go straight to hell," she said, and
marched off toward the boiler room down the stairs.
Well, that's the way Susie was. You'd think you knew
everything about her and BANG - she'd leave you feeling
like a kid. That deck felt suddenly small, and the silver of
the river looked grey . Bethleen 's baby was crying down in
the boiler room and I figured everybody was doing it but
me.
When she came back, I walked up the stairs. Below I
heard voices , and saw Mary Two-River's back. Then I
walked down the ramp into the trees, my package under my
arm in a lump. The sun was filtering through the spruce but
I felt down. "Your book ," Susie had said - like it was my
idea - I sailed that package out into a clump of wild roses
where it sank without a trace.
It wasn't like I hadn't been kissed, I had. Though Johnny
Two-Rivers was like a brother almost. It'd been kind of nice
his lips hard and kind of slick, and his breath was warm.l'd
begun to feel more relaxed, though I was still scared I
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wasn't doing it right, when he grabbed my breast and it
hurt. I told him to cut it out.
"O.K. Lori no-fish. O.K.," he said, and held his ribs where
I'd jabbed him hard. "I was just checking you out."
Through the trees I could see the sternwheeler where
Susie lived: Sam Two-Rivers had painted it yellow, and it
stood bright against the green birch across the river. As I
watched Sam's dogs began to howl - he had maybe a hundred of them, all for sled dog racing in the winter and spring
- and I got mad.
Susie had no right to have sex with George and not tell
me about it - much less to back out of our careers. The
way she was going she'd end up pregnant too, and I'd have
to go off to Vegas to gamble by myself. Well, all right . I
figured . I'd watch Racehorse real hard at poker all summer,
and study the lockpicking too. Let her make a fool out of
herself, like Mama's kid sister who stayed with us and got
pregnant by the trapper who trapped , Mama said, mostly
food stamps. So I waded into those wild roses, which were
a thick deep patch, and by the time I found the package I
was scratched up and madder than before. Even when I
threw it into the roses I'd known deep down I was being
a fool; I should have heaved it into a patch of last year' s
ferns.
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KATE
Karl Flaccus

Kate, I think of you
and that moose calf kill
and my wet hands implicated
in the warm blood
as we labored on the guts
to sort and spill them out ,
and you straightening up
from your stoop
midway through the mess
to grin at me , and how
the sweet smell reminded
me of yours, like your hair
and sweat and love all balled
into one, but sobered now
by the quarter ton
of work to be done; the
dismantling of a unity,
a love.
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CHUGACHIK: THE ARCHAEOLOGY
OF A FRIEND
Susan W. Fair

The boat keeps droning, uninvited ,
toward the point. Steadily
I leave my insolence on , my shirt off,
warm and lazy. After all,
it's Fourth of July and this
is an island. A private place .

Nearer the rocks , a fair-haired
woman who is not quite a stranger,
and the shape of a man
coiling the ropes, motoring
slowly in . Taking care
with the rocks, noting the tide,
and mooring.
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The form is familiar.
When you turn into the sun
I catch your broad face , wave,
and put my shirt on. Eskimo,
when you visit me here
you visit spirits uncovered.
Relatives, two thousand years gone.

This day is just one shard
of the years since we met
and you challenged me.
I'm not sure you could ever trust
where I came from, and you
have cheated me when you could.
It's the quality of your women
and the way you handle the boat
that keeps me wondering.
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Composition and Rhetoric at Syracuse University. Chipper is taken
from The Dream of a Perfect City, a recently completed collection
of short fiction .
KARL FLACCUS is a former editor of Pennafrost. Currently, he is
thawing out in Hawaii.
M.L. HESTER lives in Greensboro, North Carolina and has had recent
work in Poetry Now, Amen·can Sclwlar, and Minneso ta R eview,
among others.
MARY KANCEWICK is a photographer living in Fairbanks, Alaska.
JANET KLIEN is a poet and photographer living in Homer, Alaska.
ELLEN KROEKER is a native of Kansas who spends her summers in
Kaktovik, Alaska, and the rest of the year in Seattle.
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ANNE LASKA Y A is an Oregonian in temporary exile at the University of Rochester where she is a sixth year Graduate student. She also
teaches part-time at the Eastman School of Music.
MERCEDES LAWRY was born and raised in Pennsylvania, but now
is a confirmed Northwestener. Mercedes writes childrens stories, does
letter press printing, and is an avid basketball fan. Some previous publications include Alaska Quarterly Review, Orca Anthology, and

Visions.

ELLEN LEVINE lives in Seattle, Washington. Her work has appeared
in Poetry Northwest, Seneca Review, and Michigan Quarterly Review.
She has one book of poetry called Notes on the Pumpkin.
CHARLES LILLARD was born in California and raised in Alaska. He
studied in Alaska, Germany and Canada, and has taught at the Universities of British Columbia and Victoria. He has published six volumes
of poetry and two anthologies of Canadian ethnic literature.
GARY LONG is a student majoring in liberal Arts at the Juneau
campus of the University of Alaska. He has plans to relocate to
Fairbanks in the near future.
RODGER MOODY lives in Eugene, Oregon where he edits Silverfish
Review. He has poems forthcoming in Blue Unicorn and Dreamworks.
JOHN MORGAN teaches Creative Writing at the University of Alaska,
Fairbanks, and is busy with a new home, and a new son, Benjamin.
His work has appeared in The New Yorker, Poetry Now and The
North American Review, among others.
JOHN PETERSON is a displaced Los Angeleno involved in Graduate
studies at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks. He has risen as a result
of epiphanal insights connected with blues singing and whiskey drinking in dark basements following a fall from innocence in December,
1981.
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DAVID A. PETREMAN is currently teaching Latin American Literature and Spanish at Lake Forrest University in North Carolina. He
has published poetry in the Malahat Review, The Kansas Quarterly,
Sou 'wester, and Poem.
MARY K. PHILIPP lives in Kalamazoo, Michigan where she works as
a Mental Health therapist. She enjoys gardening, fishing and working
on her house. Her publications include The Trial Balloon, Celery and

Currents.

MARK SANDERS is an instructor at Southwest Missouri State University. He has published poems in Northeast, Cottonwood Review
and Kansas Quarterly, among others. He also edits a journal called

Sandhills.

DAVID STARK is the co-director of the Creative Writing Program at
the University of Alaska, Fairbanks. His work has appeared in Northwest Review, Poetry Now and Cimarron Review, among others.
MICHAEL A. STILLMAN lives half the time in Illinois and half in
California. He has held a variety of jobs over the past five yearsnight watchman, magician, fire extinguisher salesman-all in an
effort to support his writing habit. Previous work has appeared in
Wordeater and The Mendocin Review. On the subjects of diet and
politics, he supports vegetarianism and third parties.
L.A. VANDLAC is a life long resident of Washington State1 she currently teaches highschool English whenever she can. Her publications
include Tauras and The Bellingham Review.
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MAGAZINES RECEIVED
We would like to acknowledge the receipt of the following books and
magazines, and extend our apologies to those received but not mentioned . Pemwfrost has undergone major staff changes , and in the process certain exchange copies may have been misplaced .

The Panhandler, Number 12. Edited by Melanie Gambill. C/0

English Department , University of West Florida, Pensacola, FL

32501 48 pages.

Chinquapin, Volume 3 Number 1, Spring 1982. Campus acttivities office, UCSC Santa Cruz, CA 95064 80 pages.
Willow Springs, Number 10. Spring 1982. Edited by Bill O'Daly
PUB P.O. Box 1063, Eastern Washington University , Cheney,
WA 99004. 82 pages $4.00.
Nebraska Review, Number 2 1982. Edited by Margaret Hayes

and Paul Shuttleworth. Southeast Community College , Fairbury
Campus, Nebraska 68352 48 pages $2.00.

Poems by the Painter Tschacbasov, Machinery of Fright. Southhampton College Press, Southampton College, Long Island University.

13th Moon Double Issue, Volume V, Number 1&2. Edited and

designed by Ellen Marie Bissert. Drawer F, Inwood Station , New
York , New York 10034 200 pages $5.95

Silverfish Review Number 5. Edited by Rodger Moody. Box 3541,
Eugene, OR 97403 48 pages $1 .00
The Hobbesian Apple, poetry by Laurel Speer, the Signpost Press .
412 North State Street , Bellingham , WA 98225 40 pages $3 .50.
The Atavist, Volume I , Number 1, Spring 1982. Edited by Robert
Dorsett and Loretta Ko. PO Box 5643 , Berkeley , CA 94705
35 pages $2.25.
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Dear Readrr ••

David Satherley
30 Askin St
London
Ontario Canada ••

Have enclosed a few pages for possibles
I'm not so sure as to type if at all you are looking for pages
But worth a try.
About myself am 34 mostly live in Nova scotia writing
Have had work taken in about ~doz mags an such in canada the uk
and thP usa.
Hell thats aboutm,v exciting lot
I've not enclosed retuns as they differ from ours
So best. d.umn if nothing is suitable

~:~: ~.;!n~:1s ~~t~uble
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